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Abstract—Database plays important role on both web-based or desktop-based information system. Nowadays web-based information systems dominate information system application. Relational database systems such as Oracle, MySQL, MS SQL Server or PostgreSQL are familiarly used as database management system. In Indonesia almost all academic information systems at higher education institutions are web-based application with RDBMS as database software. Some researches show the lack of data input validation that makes problem on data security and data quality. Input sanity is a problem that needs a serious attention. Data validation can be done by making a constraint in the database or application level. The fact is that validation in database level is less done by programmers. This research will perform the analysis of advantages or disadvantages from CHECK constraint on database table of academic information system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

DATABASE is the heart of information system, information system without a database will suffer from many problems. A well-designed and well-managed database is an extremely valuable tool in supporting decision making [1]. Nowadays most information systems use relational database management system (RDBMS) as a data storage software. Oracle, MS SQL Server, PostgreSQL or MySQL are commonly used RDBMS software. Almost all academic information system (AIS) in Indonesian higher education institutions (HEI) are web based application with RDBMS as database software.

II. RELATED WORK

AIS database may contain hundreds of tables having complex relationships and have problems in designing that guarantees integrity and consistency among sub-systems [2]. Many studies on database in Indonesia discuss the development of informatics system by relational database where the database program is still limited in using PRIMARY KEY, FOREIGN KEY, NOT NULL and data type as constraints database [3]. Using of only those constraints lead database to face data integrity problems. Before implementing the database, people spent tremendous amounts of time designing the correct database storage and then just left the data unprotected or less treated like buckets that would accept everything [4].

New software-engineering methods allow engineers to create a high number of different programs tailored to the customer needs from common code base but usually do not take the database schema into account [5].

Web-based applications as widely used in academic information systems are being targeted for attackers that exploit XSS and SQL injection vulnerabilities. One of the promising approaches to prevent the exploitation of these vulnerabilities is robust, automated sanitization of untrusted input [6]. One of the methods to prevent data input mistakes is input validation at the database level by using CHECK constraint, but it is less familiar. Most programmers prefer doing input validation at the application level using programming languages such as PHP, Delphi, Visual Basic or other programming languages. Does the use of CHECK constraint have disadvantages to validate data? This research will analyze advantages and disadvantages of CHECK constraint in order to validate the data input to a database table.

III. METHODOLOGY AND EXPERIMENTS

To able to answer what the advantages and disadvantages of CHECK constraint, it is necessary to do experimental on a database system having software and hardware specification:

1) Processor AMD Athlon (tm) II X3 455
2) RAM 4 GB
3) Hard disk 250 GB
4) Operating System Linux Debian 6.0
5) PostgreSQL 9.1
6) PHP 5.3.3
7) Apache 2.2.16

This research uses data source from the AIS database of STMIK AMIKOM Yogyakarta, one of HEIs in Indonesia. The research is divided into 2 experiments by using single database called researchdb. In the first experiment, the research will test on how long to perform the INSERT and COPY statement on table with and without CHECK constraint. The second experiment, the research will test on how to find CHECK constraint advantages and disadvantages using application program. In the next sections, the research explains the applied process to collect information on advantages and disadvantages of CHECK constraint.

The first experiment uses a single table named student created on researchdb database and it has single
constraint, PRIMARY KEY. The input data process will perform on that table and record how long the INSERT and COPY statements perform. After the first test has finished the table will be dropped and replaced by a new table having 4 constraints, a PRIMARY KEY and 3 additional CHECK constraints. The same process will be done on this table. The experiment flow diagram is figured on Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Experiment Flow Diagram](image_url)

The student table has 5 columns: name, place of birth (pob), date of birth (dob), sex and student id (sid). The student table descriptions are shown on Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. STUDENT TABLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>name VARCHAR(40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pob VARCHAR(25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dob DATE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sex CHAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sid CHAR(10) PRIMARY KEY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table I has single constraint, a PRIMARY KEY on sid column and has CHARACTER data type on name, pob, sex, and sid columns and DATE data type on dob column. The SQL command to create a table I for the first testing is shown on Figure 2.

```sql
CREATE TABLE student (
    name VARCHAR(40),
    pob VARCHAR(25),
    dob DATE,
    sex CHAR,
    sid CHAR(10) PRIMARY KEY);
```

Figure 2. CREATE statement on a single constraint table

The second testing is conducted by using the same table description but CHECK constraints are added into dob, sex and sid columns. The CHECK constraint is one of the constraints defined by ANSI SQL used to validate when data are inputted into a table [7]. A CHECK constraint is the most generic constraint type. It allows to specify that the value in a certain column must satisfy a Boolean (truth-value) expression [8]. CHECK constraints are fast, row-level integrity checks offered by most database servers as a standard, built-in RDBMS tool [9]. CHECK constraints are useful for ensuring the enforcement of general data-validation rules or simple business rules [10]. Description of student table for this testing is shown in Table II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II. STUDENT TABLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>name VARCHAR(40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pob VARCHAR(25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dob DATE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sex CHAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sid CHAR(10) PRIMARY KEY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The CHECK constraints on a table are defined by associating CHECK constraints definition with the table when the table is created or altered. CHECK constraints are automatically activated when an INSERT or UPDATE statement modifies the data on the table. The CHECK constraints definitions used on the second testing are:

1) Constraint on dob will validate the age of students, the students age must have value greater than 10 years.

2) Constraint on sex column has limitation that only one character can be inputted that is \( L \) or \( P \) character. \( L \) represents male and \( P \) for female gender.

3) Constraint on sid will be limited that the student id inputted on this column must follow xx.yy.zzzz format. The xx represents the year enrollment in which each only contains the number between 0 up to 9 in two digits. The yy is department code, first y can only contain 0, 1, 2 or 5 number and second y is 1 or 2 number, so the possibilities of yy value are 01, 02, 11, 12, 21, 22, 51 or 52. The zzzz represents serial number, each z can contain a number from 0 to 9.

The SQL command to create Table II with CHECK constraints is displayed on Figure 3.

```sql
CREATE TABLE student { 
    name VARCHAR(40),
    pob VARCHAR(25),
    dob DATE,
    sex CHAR,
    sid CHAR(10) PRIMARY KEY
    CONSTRAINT check_sid CHECK 
    (sid ˜ 'ˆ\[0-9\]{1,2}\.[0125]?'\[12\] \\.[0-9]\{1,4\}’$’)
    CONSTRAINT check_sex CHECK 
    (sex IN (’L’,’P’)’)
    CONSTRAINT check_age CHECK 
    (DATE_PART(’year’, ”dob”::timestamp) < 
    DATE_PART(’year’, now()) - 
    interval ’10 years’)) |
```

Figure 3. CREATE statement on a 4 constraints table
Microsoft Access formatted data (.accdb) of student data from STMIK AMIKOM college are used for this research. The study is taken from only 1 table, namely the student table. The student table plays important role in AIS, the student table is used by AIS to record data from the first enrolment up to graduation of student. The study also takes only 5 columns of the student table from the data source according to the testing table. Comma separated value (CSV) is used to conduct testing on Table 1 and 2. Data source from Microsoft Access format can be export to CSV. CSV files are commonly used in importing files between applications. Microsoft Excel and Access, MySQL, Oracle and PostgreSQL are just few applications and databases capable for both importing and exporting CSV data [11]. This study only takes 1000 first records from 21439 Microsoft Access data records and is saved as CSV file named data.csv. An example of student data use in this study is shown on Figure 4.

On PostgreSQL, to input multiple records at once from external file using single statement (query) can be done by using 2 statements: INSERT or COPY. The format of INSERT statement to input 1000 records into student table for testing is shown on Figure 5.

```
INSERT INTO student VALUES
('student name1','place of birth1','date of birth1','sex1','sid1'),
('student name2','place of birth2','date of birth2','sex2','sid2'),
('student name3','place of birth3','date of birth3','sex3','sid3'),
(...)
('student name1000','place of birth1000','date of birth1000','sex1000','sid1000');
```

Figure 4. Student data on CSV format

The formatting error on date of birth is possible because of less validation at date input form by forcing input to use specific format that will cause incorrect data. Figure 6 shows that most of the date of birth on the data source are using MDY format that have 2003 (03) at the year when student was born in the year of 2003, the data are definitely wrong because the database is data of student college, so the data possibility came from date of data being inputted. To prevent from this error can be done by limiting the minimal age of inputted student. Validation can calculate the inputted student age based on the inputted date of birth. Another error is that some data showing the inputted date of birth are inserted in the dob column, as displayed on Figure 6 on the 4th and 9th rows.

Besides INSERT statement, COPY statement can also be used to input multiple rows data at once in PostgreSQL. COPY statement uses CSV file or another user defines delimiters format as a data source. In this research, COPY statement can be directly used to import the data from data.csv above. COPY statement is run from PostgreSQL console as shown on Figure 7 to imported
the data.

```
researchdb=> \copy student FROM /home/emma/penelitian/data.csv delimiters ',' CSV;
```

Figure 7. COPY statement

Both COPY and INSERT statements are run on 2 tables having different constraint description and are recorded in a time spent to perform the process. PostgreSQL has \time command to calculated how long query spends. Executing \time command on the console to enable or disable it. When that is enabled, each query run will include the amount of time taken at the end row.

After INSERT or COPY statement executed, data on the student table are deleted using TRUNCATE statement. INSERT and COPY statements are executed 20 times and taken 10 best time record. The testing flow process is shown on Figure 8.

![Figure 8. Testing Flow Process](image)

Figure 8. Testing Flow Process

This research also builds the interface program to input the data using web-based programming, HTML and PHP. Apache web server and PHP are used to connect PostgreSQL database server. The interface programs id used to test whether CHECK constraints give advantages although it is built without input data validation to restrict entered data. Figure 9 shows the interface program.

![Figure 9. HTML FORM](image)

Figure 9. HTML FORM

In this test, data input cannot be done in multiple rows like previous research but it is only row by row. Figure 10 is source code from HTML FORM element which is used to build interface on Figure 9. Data inputted on that form are processed by PHP based program called insert.php.

![Figure 10. HTML FORM source code](image)

Figure 10. HTML FORM source code

PHP code program on insert.php file is to catch data from HTML FORM and then it is inserted into PostgreSQL shown on Figure 11.

![Figure 11. PHP source code](image)

Figure 11. PHP source code

IV. DISCUSSION AND RESULT

Migrating process from data source (.accdb) into researchdb on PostgreSQL faces many problems, such as different date format, incorrect age value on dob column or incorrect data on pob column. The migration process cannot directly import the data. The data source must be adjusted in order to be imported. The migration process shows how important of having qualified data is. Data validation can be a useful for maintaining data quality. Having qualified data will make data migration to the other system easier and CHECK constraint can help improving the data quality.

INSERT and COPY statements on the first experiment are done 20 times on each table and taken the 10 best time spent results. From the research result on inputting multiple rows using INSERT statement on single and multiple constraints table, there is a time difference between statements. Table III shows spent time difference between INSERT statement on single constraint table and multiple constraints table.

The Table III shows that INSERT command on the table without CHECK constraint reveals the best record
time is 48.515 ms and on the table with CHECK constraint is 52.708 ms. Graphical result of this testing is shown on Figure 12.

The spent time difference from COPY statement between single constraint and multiple constrains table is shown on Table IV and graphical result on Figure 13.

Table IV shows that COPY command takes the best time 41.742 ms on a table without CHECK constraint and 46.966 ms on a table with CHECK constraint. The time difference on the best time result on COPY command between table with and without CHECK constraint is 5.224 ms. This result also reveals that COPY statement is faster than INSERT statement for inputting multiple rows at single statement.

This study shows that there is time difference average: 1.2 ms ON input data using INSERT statement and 5.3 ms while using COPY statement between a table with single constraint PRIMARY KEY and a table added with 3 CHECK constraints. Considering the large of data (1000 rows) inputted at once, the results can be concluded that there is no significant difference between the input process by providing an additional CHECK constraint with no CHECK constraint on a table. In an AIS which contains a table of students as an example of the table used in this study, the input data of 1000 rows simultaneously is rarely done. Student data input process is generally done when the students start registering as a new student and the data will be not inputted in the large data at once.

This study also shows, that the provision of additional CHECK constraint on the student table is able to validate the entered data on the database level. CHECK constraint will reject data that do not comply with the table description. Even if the data directly inputted via the database console using INSERT or COPY statement, the data will be rejected. Figure 14 shows the rejection of a database system which prohibits the data input that does not comply with the table restrictions that are entered via database console.

The first input data on Figure 14, ('Neisya Reehana', 'Sleman', '12/5/2009', 'P', '09.52.1205'), shows that the age of an inputted student is less than 10 years old (born at 2009), so these data are rejected because they do not comply with the table description. If the age of student modified in order to comply with the table restriction, for example it is changed to the year of 2002 then the data will be accepted. Second example of data, ('Najwa Rashika', 'Sleman', '12/08/2002', 'P', '02.08.2002'), have incorrect student id format. The value of department code, 08 does not match with allowed code (01,02,11,12,21,22,51 or 52). If this value
is changed to one of the allowed codes, such as 02.52.2002, thus the data can be inputted into the table. Third example on Figure 13, (‘Naufal Rasendra’, ‘Sleman’, ’19/08/1999’, ‘X’, ’08.52.1999’) is not accepted because the entered sex code (X) not eligible, the accepted sex code is only a character L or P.

The next experiment is conducting the simple interface program built from the HTML and PHP codes shown on Figure 10 and 11 to input the data on the table with CHECK constraints. The test results shown that even without validation on the interface program, the data cannot be accepted if they do not comply the table restrictions. An example of this test is shown on Figure 15, where the inputted data on dob column entered with today’s date (25-4-2013) do not comply with the table restriction at dob column.

Data entered on Figure 15, rejected by PostgreSQL because the data do not comply with the age restrictions on the student table. The displayed error message shows that data violated a constraint (Figure 16).

![Image 15](image15.png)

**Figure 15. Input Data using HTML FORM**

Figure 16 shows that the data will be rejected although the interface program does not use the input sanitization. The interface programmers do not need to make validation method, but they just can make FORM input and tailored the error message comprehended by the users. This advantage in turn eliminates the unintended programming errors. The data are kept valid and intact by the database itself.

When CHECK constraints are applied, any attempts to insert or update a row with an application or using a console database in student table with an invalid sid, sex or dob value, will cause the RDBMS to generate an error and the operations will fail. The main disadvantage of the CHECK constraint method is that it is hard to maintain. If frequent changes are needed to the information related to the allowable values on a column, then database administrators will have to change the SQL code in the CHECK constraint definition. In the AIS, student table column definition of sid, dob or sex are rarely changed, so adding CHECK constraints must be considered as a method to validate the data.

![Image 16](image16.png)

**Figure 16. Error Message**

### V. Conclusions

Giving CHECK constraints on the database will be helpful to make a set of qualified data in which the data inputted can comply with the terms specified. Constraint at the database level greatly simplifies the interface programming of the database that does not need to think about how to make validations at the level of programming. Validation with the constraint database will maintain the validity of the database as the data which do not comply with the table restrictions could not be entered either although the data are inputted through the interface program or directly using SQL console. Having valid data will help to have a good quality data. The database with having strict table definition such as table of academ database use of CHECK constraint is very helpful to build qualified data.

The little time gap ranging from 1.2 ms to 5.3 ms for 1000 data entered at once on the table with only PRIMARY KEY constraint and table has 3 additional 3 CHECK constraints. The little gap shows that introducing CHECK constraints on the database table is a necessity. Advantages gained by providing additional CHECK constraints for valid database and the easiness to make interface program are bigger than its disadvantages on the used speed of data input.
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